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1. Introduction

Civil wars always end, but they usually restart. Globally, with the first ten years of the end
of a conflict, 31% of them have resumed. African conflicts are even more prone to restart
than the global average: half of African peace restorations last less than a decade. Thus,
while for those African countries currently at war the task ofreaching peace may seem
enormous, the harder task is probably not to reach peace but to sustain it. This paper
explores appropriate policies for sustainable peace both for the international community
and for a post-conflict government. Section 2 provides an overview of the problem. We
discuss the risk factors which determine whether a conflict restarts, and show how they
can be measured. By establishing which arc the highest risk factors in a particular
situation, it is possible to prioritize policy interventions aimed at risk-reduction. Taking
each risk in turn, we then consider how action by the international community and a post
conflict government might be able to reduce these risks. We base the analysis on a new
conflict prediction model by Collier and Roemer (2000).

In the next two sections we focus in turn on action by the international community and
action by a post-conflict government. In Section 3 we focus upon peace-building actions
by the international community, identifying the circumstances in which United Nations
intervention is most valuable. We then apply the analysis to Africa, showing the scope for
UN intervention in African post-conflict situations. For this we use a new model by Doyle
and Sambanis (2000). In Section 4 we turn to the policy choices ofa post-conflict
government. We focus on two core tasks: defusing a volatile military situation, and
making government more inclusive. We discuss how the military situation can be
improved through disarmament, demobilization, reintegration; and how government can
be made more inclusive through decentralization and the co-option of traditional
authorities decision making.

In Section 5 we pull together the evidence. Each African post-conflict situation is
different, but that docs not mean it is unpredictable. The composition of the risk factors
facing a country at a particular time can be estimated, and from this, the most serious risks
can be identified and prioritized. Both the international communiry and a post-conflict
government have a range of policies which can reduce each ofthese risk factors. Some
policies which look to have a lot of potential have not yet been tried. For example,
opportunities for rebel looting of natural resource exports appear to be a major driver of
conflict renewal. Similarly, diasporas in USA appear to be financing rebel movements, and
this massively increases the risk of conflict renewal. The international community could
build controls on both ofthese phenomena. analogous to its recent controls on bribery of
developing country governments by western corporations. Post-conflict governments
could make their usc of natura! resource revenues more transparent. reducing support for
rebel predation, and attempt to co-opt their diasporas into the peace process. We show
that inmany African circumstances international peacekeeping interventions canbe
effective in increasing the chances of sustainable peace. However, interventions should be
broadened from the observer role which has been most common in Africa to date. We
show that multi-dimensional UN peacekeeping operations, in combination with peace
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treaties and aid inflows are much more effective that traditioual peace-keeping
interventions. Turning to the actionsof post-conflictgovernments, we show the
circumstancesin which post-conflictgovernmentscan best usc disarmament and
demobilization. We discuss how decentralization and the involvementof traditional
authorities can make governancemore inclnsive, reducing the incentivefor minoritiesto
resort to conflict.

Our aualysissuggests that the high rate ofpeace collapse in Africa is not inevitable. To
date, policies both on the part ofthe internatioualcommunity and post-conflict
govermnents have been highly inefficient. With better policies, the risk ofpeace collapse
can beradically reduced.

2, Identifying the Risk Factors and Prioritizing Effective Policies

Appropriate policy for peace in post-conflict situationsis likelyto be highlycontext
specific, in part because conflict is highly idiosyncratic. The Coller-Hoeffler (CH) model
of conflict (Collierand Hoeffler, 2000), on which this Section is based, explains only
around 30"10 ofthe variation in conflict experience. Here we address only these generic
features ofpost-conflictsituations.

Inherited Risk Factors

The risk of conflict is likely to behigh in post-conflict societies partly, because unless the
country was very unlucky, it presumablyhad risk factors which made it atypicallyprone to
conflict. These risk factors are likelyto have persisted and indeed, the conflict is likelyto
have caused some ofthem to deteriorate. Further, the conflict will have changed the
consequences of a given set of pre-conflict risk factors: some risk factors have different
effects post-conflict than pre-conflict.

The CH model ofconflict identifies three policy-related pre-conflict risks. It also identifies
some more structural risk factors, such as population size and the geographic
concentration ofthe population which we willnot discussfurther because they are not
readily amenableto policy.

The most powerful of the three policy-dependentrisk factors is the extent of natural
resource rents: unless these rents are very large, greater dependence upon them strongly
increases the risk of conflict. The peak danger levelis when natural resource exports
constitute around 25-30% of GDP. Natural resource rents attract both quasi-criminal rebel
activity, in which the rebel organization is directlypredatory on the rents, andpolitical
rebellion, in which a politicalleader mobilizesthe population of a resource-rich region to
secede, analogous to tax exodus by the rich (see Collier, 2000).

The second risk factor is a lack ofalternative economic opportunities. These
opportunities, implicitly for young men, are proxied by the levelof per capita income,
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male secondary school enrolment, per capita GDP growth, and population growth. The
two former both, ineffect, measure the level ofpovertyamong potentialrecruits: the more
severe is poverty, the greater are the risks of conflict. Per capita GDP growth and
population growth both measure the change in economic opportunities, and so might be
thought ofa proxies for the tightness of the labor market, or for the ability of new
laborforce entrants to fmd productive employment. CH find that a one percentage point
increase in the rate ofpopulation growth is around fourtimesmore potent in increasing
risk than a one percentage point reduction in the growth ofper capita GDP. Population
growth may be proxying changes in access to land. Possibly the contraction in
opportunities brought about by reduced access to land is more important than more
generalised reductions in economic opportunities caused by slow economic growth.

The finalrisk factor is if the society is characterized by ethnic dominance. Ethnic
dominance is defined in CH as occurring when the largest ethno-linguistic group has
between 45% and 80% ofthe population. Both the lower bound of 45% and the upper
bound of80% are empirically determined but are consistent with the predictions of
analyticmodels of political economy. The lower bound of45% is likelyto be sufficient to
give the ethnic group a stable winningcoalition even in a democracy and is indeed close to
the 50% lower bound which would be predicted by simple voting models. The upper
bound of 80% is consistent with the prediction that subject to constituting a winning
coalition, the smaller is the group the more likely it is to exploit minorities, even if this is at
the expense of the general good. Approximately40% of post-conflict societies are
characterized by ethnic dominance so defined. CH estimate that ethnic dominance
approximatelydoubles the risk ofconflict.

Since these threecharacteristics each increase the riskofconflict, most post-conflict
countries tend to have had some or allof them prior to conflict: post-conflict societies
were on average already atypicallyprone to conflict prior to that conflict. However, while
a post-conflict country will nsuallyhave started from unfavorable risk characteristics, they
may have been further accentuated by the conflict.

Dependence on natural resource rents may increase have increased. Collier (1999)
suggests that the structure of the economy is powerfullychanged by conflict, with some
activitiesbeing much more conflict-vulnerable than others. It is therefore possible that
despite the conflict being predatory on natural resource rents, the economy actually
becomes relativelymore dependent upon natural resource exports rather than less
dependent.

Economic opportunities are liableto have contracted as a result of conflict. Recall that
empirically, the lack of economic opportunity as a significant risk factor is a complex
combinationoffour components. The first ofthese, per capita income, willobviously be
reduced by conflict. Collier (1999) finds that on average incomesfaU by around 2.2% p.a.
during conflict. The enrolment ofyoung men in secondary schooling is also likely to have
been reduced by conflict as non-military public expenditure is reduced. The third
componentof economic opportunities, the growthrate ofper capita income, is more
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complex, Post-conflict economic growth can be both muchfaster and much slower than
than prior to conflict Collier (1999) shows that long conflicts tend to produce a post
conflict recovery effect, whereasshort conflicts tend to lead to continueddecline. The
difference in growth during the first five years of post-conflict betweena societyemerging
from a 15 year conflict and one emergingfroma one year conflict is on average eight
percentage points on the per capita growth rate. Thisdifferential growth effect raises the
risk of renewedconflictby around 60%. Hence,other thingsequal, economicrecovery is
considerably easier after long conflicts. However,a long conflict with have depressed the
levelof income: for example, a 15 year conflict will typically have reduced incomeby
around 25% as comparedwith a one-year conflict This lower levelof income will canse a
partially offsettingincreasein the risk ofconflict. The finalcomponentofeconomic
opportunities, populationgrowth, is likely to have beenreduced by conflict as mortality
and emigrationrates rise. However, post-conflict there could be a large return of
populationwillincreasecompetition for economic opportunities.

The third risk factor, ethnicdominance, mightalso havechangedas a result ofconflict,
since ethnicminorities mighthave emigrated or becomerefugees. In the worst case this
may transformthe ethnic composition ofthe societyfromfragmentation to dominance.
For example, the conflict in Yugoslavia gradually transformed the politicalmap from one
in whichno group constitutedas muchas 45% ofthe populationin the federation, into a
seriesof independent countrieseachofwhich was characterized by ethnicdominance.
However, ifemigrationintensifies an existing situationof ethnicdominance. it may
conceivably reduce the underlying problem. Recallthat as the dominant ethnic group
increasesits populationshare its incentive to exploitthe minority diminishes.

Prioritization as between these three possible areas for intervention shoulddiffer between
countries, depending upon whichof the risk factors is particularly highby the end of the
conflict Thiswill be a combination of inheritance from the pre-conflict era and changes
bronght about during the conflict

However, these are not the onlyinfluences on post-conflict prioritization. Post-conflict
economies do not necessarily respond to risk factors in the same way as pre-conflict
economies, so that evenwere the risk factors identical before and after the conflict,the
priorities for risk reductionwillneed to change. To determine how conflict alters the
relative and absolute intportance of the three typesof risk factor, we add three interaction
terms in turn to the integrated greed-grievance CH modelofconflict. The integratedCH
model has two variants, depending upon whetherthe levelofeconomicactivity is proxied
by per capita income, or by the enrohnentrate ofyoung men. Here we adopt the latter,
although the results are not affectedby thischoice. The terms interact the risk factor with
the post-conflict experience. We test two waysofspecifying this interaction. The first is
the sintple one of interacting the risk factor with a dummy whichtakes the value ofunity if
the society is post-conflict. The more sophisticated specification allowsthe effect ofpost
conflict to be dependentupon the lengthof timewhichhas evolvedsince the conflict,
dividing the risk factor by the numberof post-conflict months. Thus, the longer the
dnration of peace the smaller is the potential influence of the risk factor.We find that this
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Table 1: How Risk Factors differ in Post-Conflict Societies

latter specification is always statistically snperior and focus on these results in Table 1.

Two ofthe risk factors are shown to have significantly different effects in post-conflict
societies than in pre-conflict societies. A given level of natural resource dependence is
found to be significantly more dangerous in post-conflict societies. However, the effect is
not large: one year into peace, natural resource exports are around one fifth more
dangerous than in pre-conflict societies. Similarly, a given rate of growth of economic
opportunities (per capita income growth minus population growth), is significantly more
effective in reducing risk in post-conflict societies. Again, the effect is not large. The other
risk factors do not have significantly different effects in post-conflict societies than in pre
conflict societies. Thus, given that a post-conflict society has a particular composition of
pre-conflict risk factors, it should attach somewhat more attention to the effect ofnatural
resource rents and the growth ofeconomic opportunities than itnplied by the pre-conflict
risk analysis.

Risk factor

Resource exports:
Resource exports
Resource exports?

LackofOpportunities:
Male secondary enrolment
Growtli

coefficient t-statistic coefficient t-statistic

31.98 3.72 31.29 3.68
-63.86 -3.23 -62.33 -330

-0.033 -2.98 -0,033 -2.97
-0.061 -1.76 -0.68 -1.98
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Exogenous Grievance:
Ethnic dominance

Endogenous grievance:
Peacetitne (months)

Post-conflict interaction:
Resource exports/peacetitne
Growth/peacetitne

Technology:
Geographic concentration
Population (In)
Ethno-Religious fracrionalizaticn

Constant
Log likelihood
Pseudo r'

6

0.82

-0.003

-0.14

-406
0.93
-0.00036

-16.43
-111.44
0.31

2.17

-2.45

-1.88

-336
4.58
-3.38

-4.80

-0.81

-0.003

0.52

-4.01
0.92
-0.00036

-16.19
-112.21
0.30

2.14

-258

1.59

-3.33
453
-3.40

-4.76
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Notes:

For a full definitionof variables and data sources seeell (2000)
Resourceexports ::0 primary commodity exports/GDP
Growth = percapita economic growth mthe fiveyearsprior to conflict, minus four times the rate
of population growth

To summarise, for each society it is possible to estimate the structure of the generic post
conflict risks. These combine the pre-conflict inheritance, cbanges to that inheritance
brought about by the conflict, and changes in the effect ofdifferent risk factors which
make post-conflict reactions to the same characteristics somewhat different from those
pre-conflict. The structure of these risk factors in a specific society provides some
guidance to policy prioritization: which risks should be targeted, to the extent that it is
feasible to cbange them.

Reducing the Inherited Risk Factors

We now consider the policy options in reducing the three risk factors in post-conflict
societies.

Recall that uatural resource dependence is both the most important driver of conflict and
that its effects are even stronger in post-conflict societies. The relationship is quadratic, so
that in principle. some post-conflict societies may reduce risks by increasing their resource
dependence. However, most post-conflict societies have levels of natural resource exports
under the level ofpeak danger, so that there best policy is to reduce dependence. In the
medium term it is possible to reduce natural resource dependence by diversifying the
economy. To the extent that there is a trade-offbetween diversification and growth, a
post-conflict society has some rationale for favoring diversification. However, since
reduced growth will directly increase risk even on the criterion ofreducing the risk of
conflict, the choice is not clear a priori but must be calculated depending npon the extent
of the growth-diversification trade-off. In the short term, natural resource dependence
cannot be changed. Hence, in the early post-conflict years the task ofreducing risks from
natural resource rents is to reduce the incentive for natural resource predation byrebels,
giventhe continued importance of the natural resources. Oneapproach is to concede
substantial control of natural resource rents to rebels without requiring them to fight for it.
This is effectively the solution recently found in Sierra Leone. However, one difficulty
with this approach is that if rebellion is profitable for one rebel leader, it is likely to be
profitable for another, so that buying off the cnrrent leader may not be sufficient for
sustainable peace. An alternative approach is to reduce the attractions for rebellion by
raising its costs and lowering its expected pay-off. One way of raising the costs of
rebellion is by reducing the willingness of the population to support those who seek to be
predatory on natural resources. Presumably, one reason why natural resource rents
increase conflict is because many people are dissatisfied with the way they are being
utilized Goverrunent policy might aim to increase the transparency with which natural
resource rents are distributed, trying to ensure that there are sufficient evident
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beneficiaries to make rebel attempts at predation unpopular.

In addition to government action to reduce the incentives for natural resource predation,
there is scopefor action by the international community. One way ofreducing the pay-off
to rebel capture ofnatural resources is the international community to reduce the access of
rebels to the international markets in natural resources. Most commodity marketing
channelshave some point at whichthe numberof transacting agents is quite small,and
where the need to verify quality provides an opportunityto establishorigin. For example,
diamondcutting is an expert undertakingwith relatively few skilled workers, and at this
stage it is possibleto establish the originofthe diamond. Severalcivilwars are evidently
related to rebel access to the diamond market. The effort whichthe OECD societies
currentlyput into denying accessof illicit drugs producers to theirmarkets is massiveby
comparisonwith their efforts to deny access to rebel groups predatory on other natural
resources. Yet the consequences for the risks of conflict in developing countries are
probablysimilar.

A lack ofeconomic opportunities is important in increasing the riskofconflictthrough
each of the four proxy measures: the levelofper capita income, male secondaryschool
enrolment, per capita economicgrowth, and population growth. Further, two ofthese, per
capita economicgrowth and populationgrowth, are jointlyevenmore important in post
conflictsocieties, The levelof per capita income is a slow-changing variable, whereas
secondaryschoolenrolmentand economic growth can changeconsiderably over a few
years. We do not yet know whether secondaryschoolenrolment is important because it
raises income-earning opportunities, or becauseof its 'jail effect', whereby young men in
secondaryschool are less likely to be recruited for rebellions. The former route would
imply that the risk-reducing effect would be lagged, whereas the latter would be
coincident. On presenteconometric evidence, substantial secondaryschool expansionmay
bean effective earlypost-conflict policy. Raisingeconomic growth is an obviouspriority
for reasons other than risk reduction. The scope for both governmeuts and the
international community to raise growth in post-conflict societies is not the subjectof this
paper (see Collier, 1999). However, it is encouraging that ifachieved, growth indeed
contributes to risk reduction. As noted above, populationmay grow rapidlypost-conflict if
there are returningrefugees. There are evidently powerfularguments for the early return
of refugees, whichprobablyoverrideany consideratious of the effects on economic
opportunitiesfor the alreadyresidentpopulation.

If the societyis characterized by ethnicdominance then the politicalsolution cannot be
unrestricteddemocracy. Dominant ethnic groups have a rational self-interest in exploiting
minorities. Minorities therefore need either constitutional grouprights to minority
protection, or constitutionalindividnal rights to equal treatment. Presuming that the post
conflict govermnent reflects the power of the ethnic majority, its only interest in granting
either of these rights is that they significantly reduce the risk of furtherconflict. As noted
above, ifthe government can convincingly solvethe problemofethnicdominance by
constitutional rights the underlying riskofconflict willbe approximately halved, whichis
surelya substantial effect. Partly, the government maysimply need to be convinced, and to
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convince its supporters, that constitutional chancehas the potential to be so effective.
However, especial1y in post-conflictsocieties, minorities may have little trust in
constitutionsand so even whenconvinced, the ethnicmajority may lack the power to
commititself in a crediblemanner.

The international community has a role in reducing the risks generatedby ethnic
dominance in two potential circumstances. First, it may be needed to coerce or persuade
the government to provide constitutional protectionto its minorities. This might be
achievedthrough donor conditionahty, requiring constitutional minorityrights in return for
aid or peace-keeping. Secoodly, even if the government is fully persuaded of the need for
constitutionalrights for minorities, such rights may lackcredibility with minorities. The
international community may then have a role as a guarantorof these rights. Recallthat
other than in circumstances ofethnicdominance, ethnicand religious diversity is not a risk
factor. Collier (2000) argues that ethnic politics in the context ofethnicfragmentation,
withno group beingdominant, is nnlikely to generatepolitical outcomes markedly
different from non-ethnic democratic politics.
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Risks Caused by Conflict

In the CH model, althoughnatural resources, a lack of economic opportunities,and ethnic
dominance are the causes of initial conflict, once conflict has arisen it generates grievances
which themselves increasethe risk of subsequent conflict. In turn, the extent to which
conflict augmentsthe risk of further conflict dependsupon two factors: time and
diasporas.

The CH model unsurprisingly finds that time heals. Quitehow fast it heals is difficuh to
determine with any precisionin the model, especially in the extremerange of the model
namely the first few monthsof post-conflict experience, because in this range the results
are lughly sensitive to minorchangesill functional form. Outside the extremerange the
results are probably more trustworthy: for example, after ten years of peace the risks of
conflict are about halfof tbose after five years of peace at the mean of the characteristics
of post-conflict countries. Hence, it makes sense,on thesefigures, for donors to invest in
the early yearsofpeace. Ifduringthe first ten years peace can be maintained, for example
by military peacekeeping forces in the earlyyearsand by aid-augmented economicgrowth
in subsequent years, then the societymay attaina levelof risk sufficiently low for peace to
be self-sustaining.

10

Perhaps the most strikingfinding of the CH model is the importance ofUS-resident(aod
by implication OECD-resident) diasporasofconflict countries. Theyfind that after five
yearsofpeace, a societywith the largest observeddiasporarelative to its resident
population has a six-fold greater risk of renewed conflictduringthe next fiveyears than a
society with the smallest observeddiaspora:36% versus 6%. Further, they show that this
effectcanner be explained by the sizeofthe diasporaproxying the intensity of conflict.
Theydecompose the sizeof the diaspora of post-conflict societiesinto a conflict-induced
component and an exogenous component. Theyfind that the exogenous componenthas a
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large and significant effect in increasing the risk ofconflict and indeed, that the effects of
the two components of the diaspora are not significantly different. As with the more
general riskofrenewed conflict, time heals. CH do not investigate whether time heals less
rapidly for diasporas than for the resident population. Some case study evidence suggests
that diasporas harbor grievance for much longer than resident populations. Even without
such an effect, diasporas appear to be major additional tisk factors in post-conflict
societies. In the CH model, the reason why diasporas are predicted to affect the risk of
conflict is financial. Diasporas are much wealthier than resident populations in the
counlnes which they have left, and so are much better able to finance conflict. Further,
beingthemselves smallminorities in their host societies, they have a strongincentiveto
organize for collective action, for example, to preserve their cultural heritage for their
children. The same organizations which preserve culture can be used to overcome the
free-rider problem which besets fund-raising for rebellion in the post-conflict country
itself. Further, diasporas do not themselves suffer any of the costs ofconflict, and so have
a greater incentive to purchase vengeance than the resident population. Rebellions need
finance, especially at the start -up stage, where they may need to achieve a certain scale
before they can become self-financing from natural resource predation (Collier, 2000a).
Hence, both empirically and analytically, post-conflict countries with large diasporas are
likely to have substantially higher risks of renewed conflict.

The evident implication is that both govermnents in post-conflict countries and the
international community should develop strategies for reducing the damage done by
diasporas in post-conflict societies. Such strategies might focus upon co-optation,
persuasion, and penalties. Diasporas can perhaps be co-opted by being bronght into the
peace process at the stage of negotiation. This may make it harder to reach a settlement,
but may make the settlement more durable once it is reacbed. Once a settlement has been
reached, post-conflict governments may need to mount targeted public relations
campaigns in the USA and other countries with large diaspora communities to persuade
their diasporas of the benefits ofpeace and of the acceptability of the peace settlement.
Finally. there are important lessons for the international community. Diasporas are
sometimes influencial in their host societies, and so each OECD government may be
individually reluctant to take action which will arouse diaspora opposition. However,
collectively, OECD governments could surely be far more effective than they are currently
in discouraging the diasporas which they host from financing conflict. Just as OECD
govermnents have recently collectively criminalized bribery by OECD companies in
developing countries, so they could collectively criminalize the finance of rebel movements
by diaspora organizations. The free-rider problem suggests that much of the diaspora
funding for rebellion must flow through diaspora organizations, rather than being simply
the outcome of uncoordinated contributions. Since it is much easier to control the
behavior of such organizations than to control individual action, it should be possible
effectively to enforce new OECD legislation. As with the other risk factors. the
importance of diaspora management will vary enormously between societies. However, in
those societies with large diasporas, the successful management of the behavior of the
diaspora may contribute more to peace than any other policy intervention.
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3. The Seope for UN Peacebuilding

Peacebuilding is a concept that derives directly from the UN Secretary-General's 1992
Agendafor Peace. Peacebuilding "is the fourth phase in the United Nations strategy for
conflict resolution. It becomes necessary when preventive diplomacyfails to resolve
conflict and after peacemakingand peacekeepinghave established the framework for a
negotiated settlement and monitored an agreed cease-fire.' Peacebuilding activities then
'identify and support structures which intend to strengthen and solidify peace.' They range
from demobilization ofsoldiers and the reintegration ofsoldiers and refugees, de-mining,
emergency relief food aid, economic rehabilitation, to the repair of roads and
infrastructure (Doyle and Sambanis 2000b, 3)."

The potential for peace building success is determined by the strategic environment within
which actors take their decisions. There are three core determinants of that enviromnent:
the level ofhostility created by the previous war; the level oflocal capacities for
development; and the level of international assistance. In Section 2 we showed that the
first two of these are important determinants ofpost-eonflict peace. Conflict creates
grievance, or hostility, which considerably increases the riskofconflict recurrence.
Domestic capacities such as low income, natural resource dependence and the dominance
by a single ethnic group, also increase the risks. This Section adds the third dimension of
international assistance, using the Doyle-Sambanis model (OS), (Doyle and Sambanis,
2000a,b). The three dimensions essentially circumscribe the available space for peace: the
shallower the hostility, the deeper the local capacities, and the higher the level of
international assistance, the greater the space for peace. 2

J See Michael W. Doyle and Nicholas Sambanis, 2000b, "Building Peace: Concepts and Strategies After
Civil War," working paper, World Bank (December 27). The authors (p. 3) provide the following
definitions: "(traditional) peacekeeping is an interim strategy aimed at generating the necessary
conditions to prevent the recurrence of violence. It has the consent of the parties (normally authorized
under Chapter VI of the UN Charter). It includes the deployment of troops and civilians and a mix of
strategies to prevent violence ranging from the establishment and policing of a buffer zone;
demobilization and disarmament of military forces, to establishing communication between the parties
and facilitating negotiation. More multidimensional strategies for capacities-expansion can also be part of
peacekeeping operations, but they are usually defined as parts of a strategy for (multidimensional)
peacebiuldmg. that usually includes economic reconstruction and may even lead to institutional
transformation (e.g. reform of the police, army, and judicial system, elections, civil society re-building).
Peacemaking is a strategy usually preceding peacekeeping, but also pursued in tandem with peacekeeping;
it aims at reconciliation and encourages the negotiation and settlement of the political conflict underlying
the violence. Peace enforcement is the forcible restoration of peace and order. without the consent of the
parties in conflict, authorized by the Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter." See Bcutros
Boutros-Ghali, 1992,An Agenda/or Peace (New York: United Nations).

2 These three dimensions shape a "peacebuilding triangle." For a fuller discussion of this concept and for
a detailed analysis of the elements of each dimension of the peacebuilding triangle, see Michael W. Doyle,
and Nicholas Sambanis, 2000a, "International Peccebuilding: A Theoretical and Quantitative Analysis,"
Working Paper (February); and Michael W. Doyle, and Nicholas Sambanis. 2000b, "Building Peace:
Concepts and Strategies After Civil War," working paper, World Bank (February}



Table 2 sbows how the post-conflict countries of Sub-Saharan Africacompare with other
post-conflict countries in the first two dimensions: war-generated hostility, and the levelof
local capacities. We proxy the hostilitygenerated by war by the number ofdeaths and
displacementscaused by the war and by its duration. We proxy local capacities by per
capita income and the extent to which the politicalsystem is democratic.

Table 2: Civil War and Socio-Political Summary Statistics'

Non-AfricanCivilWars African CivilWars
cases mean cases mean

Proxies for hostility:
Deaths 84 188,000 39 206,000
Displacements 84 547,000 40 621,000

IDuration (months) 84 77 40 85

Proxies for domestic copocity:
Per capita income ($) 83 2,092 40 880
Democracy (I O=max) 82 6.8 38 4.3

The observations in Table 2 refer to war events since 1945. Ascan he seen, African
conflicts have been characterized by higher deaths and displacements and have lasted
longer. It is thus reasonable to infer that they have left an unusuallydeep legacy of
hostility. Similarly, income IS lower in the Africanpost-conflict countries and they are
further from fully democratic political institutions, so they can be inferred to have
shallower domestic capabilities. This combinationofatypically deep hostility and atypically
shallow domestic capacities limits the scope for peacebuilding

We now investigate the scope for the third dimensionofpeacebuilding, international
assistance, to offset Africa's disadvantages in the other two dimensions. TIle scale of
internationalassistance in post-eonflict countries can vary both in respect offmancial aid
and institutional support. The United Nations is the main provider of such support, so we
will look more closely at its role in peacebuildmgeffort in Africaand elsewhere.

How would one expect an organization like the UnitedNations -- charged with the
mandate to preserve internationalpeace and security -- to respond to this grim picture?
First, let us look at the facts. How has the UN responded to civilwars around the glohe?

3 Source: Doyle and Sarnbenis (2000a) and World Bank (2000). Death measures include both military
and civilian deaths that resulted from the war. Displacements include refugees and internally displaced
people (0 indicates not available information on significant displacements). Duration is measured in
months. Income is measured in PPP-adjusted real per capita terms. Democracy is measured as the five
year pre-war average difference betv....een the democracy and autocracy scores for each country at war
based on Gurr's Polity98 data-base. A score of 0 indicates an extreme autocracy. A score of 20 indicates a
democracy.
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Table 3: UN Peace Operations in African and Non-African Civil Wars'

Table 3 lists the number and type of UN peace operations used in African and non-African
civil wars. Evidently. Africa has had the lion's share ofUN peace operations,

especially since the end of the Cold War. 5 In fact, thirteen out of thirty-two substantive
UN peace operations since the end of the Cold War have been deployed in Africa.

57
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15
13
5

100

23
4
6
5
2

40

African Countries
Frequency Percent

67
6

13
12
2

100

56
5

11
10
2

84

Non-African Countries
Frequency Percent

To fully appreciate the peacebuilding potential that is generated by the particular
combination of hostility, local capacity and the scale of international intervention in Africa,
we must turn to a more detailed empirical analysis.

No Operation
Mediation/Good Offices
Observer Mission
Peace/keeping/building
Enforcement
Total (# civil wars)

Type of operation

Lessons from Peacebuilding Experience Since 1945 6

Countries emerging from a state of war typically have modest goals for the short run.
Peacebuilding inuuediately after civil war should aimat restoring state sovereignty, ending
all large-SCale violence, and initiating a gradual process ofdemocratization. In the rest of
this section, we will consider the achievement of these goals as constituting peacebuikling
snccess. We will explore the correlates of such success in Africa by applying the DS
model. 7 The model is consistent with the CH model used in Sectiou 2 in finding that the
chance ofsustained peace increases with the level of economic development, and

" Source: Doyle and Sambenis (2000a) and United Nations, 1998, Blue Helmets (New York: UN).

I:,
[
.

::
"

5 Kofi Anan, 1998, "The Causes of Conflict and the Promotion of Durable Peace and Sustainable
Development in Africa." Report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations to the Security Council
(A/52/871-S/1998/3IS).

G These lessons are identified and discussed in Michael W. Doyle and Nicholas Sambanis, 2000a,
"International Peacebuilding: A Theoretical and Quantitative AnalYSIS," working paper, Princeton
University and World Bank (February).

1 We will not replicate the theory or statistical analysis here, except for some simulations of particular
relevance to Africa. Interested readers should look at the original paper for details regarding estimation
methods, assumptions made, and sources for the data and other relevant material. ~:
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decreases with dependence upon natural resource exports. However, the DS model adds a
range of international interventions.

In some circumstances a peacekeeping and peacebuilding operation can make a big
contribution. These circumstances are when the levels ofhostility and localcapacitiesare
between the extremes. Whenhostility is low and domestic capacities are high, only limited
international intervention is needed: the country can achieve a sustainable peace with some
financial aid and a modest peaceoperation. Conversely, whenhostility is extremely high
and domestic capacities are very low, international intervention is likely to be ineffective:
even with a peace treaty and multinational intervention, the risk of conflict renewal is very
high. Sincehostihtybuildsup with deaths and displacements, this suggests that
intervention shouldcome before it has reachedextremelevels.

We now use the DS model to estimatehow the international conununity could increase the
probability of peacebuilding success in Africa. Table4 presents the cbange in the
probability ofpeacebuilding successthat result from international intervention."

The most conunonform of UN intervention in Africahas been an observer mission. These
operations, however, do not havethe capacity to create the institutional framework
necessary for peace. The DS model predicts that if the UN'smodelof involvement in
Africa changedfrom employing observer missions to multidimensional peace operations,
this would increase the probability ofpeace-building successby nearly13%. A similar
cbangefrom traditionalto multidimensional peacekeeping would increase the probability
of peace-building success by nearly 8%. Treatiesare also helpful, as they signalthe
parties' ability to negotiate. The DS model estimates that a treaty raises the probability that
a peace willbe sustainedby 12%.Treaties also facilitate the disbursement of intemational
assistance (peacekeepers, humanitarian aid, loan and development programs), and the DS
model suggeststhat such financial assistance also increases the chance ofa peace being
sustainedfurther investigation. Economicassistance (aid, current transfers,development
projects) is very beneficial, though politicaland institutional assistance are paramount after
civilwar. Force may be necessary in some circumstances, to control radical elements that
aim to spoil the peace, but civilian missions in multidimensional operationsare the most
important ingredient of peace-building success.

An importantpolicy questionfor Africais whether African regionalorganizationscan
provide the expertise. technical and materialsupport, impartiality, and long-term
involvement neededfor a successful peaceoperation. The UN lacks the resources
necessaryto respond fully to everycrisis and must thereforechoose its battleground.
These resource constraints,as well as political disagreement in the Security Council, have

8 This is a logistic model of peacebuildmg success, using cross-sectional data. All variables are
significant with one-tailed tests. Economic variables were measured at pre-war levels. Hence, low pre
levels oflocal capacities implya greater opportunity foreconomic grievance that couldfuel future wars.
Thelocal capacity measures aretherefore analogous to the economic causesof civil wardiscussed in
Collier (1999) and Collier and Hceffler (1999).
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in recent years led the UN to rely more on Chapter VIII operations -- i.e. operatons
endorsed by the UN, but implemented by regional organizations.
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Table 4: Changes in the Probabitity of Peacebuilding Success
Changes in Xvvariables noted in the first column
All other variables held constant at their sample medians

First Mean Estimate of Standard 95%
Difference Change in the Deviation Confidence

of Probability of of Estimated Interval
Change Peacebuilding Probabihty of

in Variable Success Estimate

UN Peace Operation
From Observer Mission 0.1284 0.0911 0.0145541 0.3634466
To Multidimensional PKO

UN Peace Operation
From Traditional PKO 0.0794 0056 00086108 0.2209958
To Multidimensional PKO

Treaty
From no treaty to treaty 01209 0098 0.0128948 0.3872549

Net Transfers Per Capita ($)

From 25 th to 75th percentile 00018 0.0015 00002649 00056421

Can African regional organizations effectively promote peacebuilding? Organizations such
as NATO in Europe and ECOWAS or the OAD have been used to advance the interests
of the international community. The establishment within the OAU ofa specific conflict
management mechanism has increased its capacity to initiate and manage diplomatic
interventions and conflict mediation efforts. Sub-regional organizations such as
ECOWAS and SADC have now included security cooperation within their mandates and
engage in joint military training and peacekeeping exercises. Nevertheless, it is not
entirely clear that regional organizations are better poised in curbing the threat of
international or intra-national war. Regional organizations are often too close to parties
engaged in regional conflicts, thereby losing their ability to act impartially. Their
resources technical expertise are usually more limited than those ofthe United Nations
(with the possible exception of NATO) and their mandates do not allow them to become
involved in all aspects of a given conflict' In view of the UN's constraints and the US
reluctance to become proactively involved in settling African conflicts since the Somalia
operation of 1992, there seems to be a significant void in the leadership of peace
operations in Africa that African regional organizations will have to fill Given their
organizational and resource constraints -- which supersede those of the United Nations --

9 There is a debate' regarding the usefulness of regional organizations in supporting multilateral peace
operations. See Thomas Weiss (1999) The United Nations andChanging World Politics (Boulder, co:
Westview).
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it is necessary to forge a partnership between the UN and African regional organizations
with a view to developing better peacebuilding operations.

4. Policies for Po,n-Conffict African Governments

A post conflict government faces the challenge ofconsolidaring the previously warring
factions into a single state. Building a new government, it has to accommodate the interest
of the warring parties, and create a new national non-partisan military force. And yet when
a country is emerging from civil war it suffers from deeper societal divisions, the
institutions are new and more fragile, insecurity is almost always at its worst because there
are always plenty ofweapons in private hands, and greater temptations towards abuse of
power by the authority in charge. Domestic adversaries who wish to settle their war
inevitably face two structural requirements that leave them especially vulnerable to
exploitation. If they agree to settle off the battlefield then they must at some point agree to
demobilize, disengage, and disarm their separate militaries, and they mnst then surrender
whatever remaining power they have to a single administration, not necessarily their
own." Most warring factions are usually nervous about this arrangement. They believe
that once groups send their fighting forces home disarmed they can become easy target to
attack, and that once they surrender their assets to a single administration the opposing
group can set up a one party state: the "winner takes all" kind of situation may prevail.

Hence, the core challenge is of building credibly inclusive institutions ofgovernance, while
defusing a volatile military situation. In Section 2 we showed that an important generic
risk of conflict resmnption is when a country is characterized by ethnic dominance: one
ethnic group controlling power and nsing it to disadvantage other groups. In this Section
we consider two policies which a post-conflict African government can deploy to make
government more inclusive and reassuring: decentralization and the co-option of
traditional authorities. In Section 3 we showed that the international community could
reduce the risk of renewed conflict by military intervention, but that it is generally much
more effective if international interventions evolve beyond a military role. Now we
consider the counterpart military focus of the post-conflict government in managing
disarmament and demobilization.

Defusing the military situation: disarmament and demobilization, reintegration

Although demobilization and reintegration is crucial in a country emerging from violent
conflict, there are risks involved in the demobilization process. Several conditions have to
be met in order to make it work.

Demobilization takes priority in the peace process because security must be enhanced; the
rule of law promoted; development stimulated; refugees repatriated. In sum,
demobilization is crucial in the reconciliation process. Peace operations aimed at the
settlement of internal conflicts usually include programs for the demobilization ofwarring

--...~---~

10 Barbara F Walter: Designing Transitionsfrom VIOlent Civil War.
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factions, reintegration ofex-combatants, amalgamation of opposing armies, and collection
of war materials. When based on peace agreements, demobilization and disarmament and
reintegration are among the very first steps inpost conflict reconstruction, and it is
usually an important element in the design of peace accord. At the same time,
demobilization is a relatively sensitive issue because militarization is viewed by parties that
havebeenat waras a factor ofempowerment in entering intonegotiation as an insurance
policy in case the political dialogue breaks down. Combined with inherent lack of trust
between the negotiating parties following years ofmutual deception and bitter conflict, the
prospect of demobilization is very likely to result in stalemate in the negotiating process if
it is perceived as to indicate relative disempowermenl. It is a litmus test for reconciliation.
People who fought on either side want to be rewarded non rewarded fighters may pose as
both political and security risk even decades later, as in the case of the Freedom fighters in
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, and Guinea Bissau. But it is also over simplifying to say that
they just want to be rewarded. but it also gives them a sense ofjustice ifthey are rewarded
- they feel they are treated fairly.

Besides the need for a secure enviromnent as a first step for other reconstruction work to
start, and so the flow ofarms must be managed; there are also economic and fiscal
reasons. Demobilization might yield a significant net reduction in military expenditures.
The fiscal gains are more uncertain, depending on the nature of the reintegration program.
To prevent reoccurrence of violent conflict, help restart development projects, it is
important to give them alternative means ofeartring a living. The political system also
needs to be expanded so that all groups may articulate their interests within the system.

Each case of demobilization involves a distinct political and socioeconomic context.
Decisions are based on specific military, political, and socioeconomic circumstances or
events Most demobilization policy decisions in Africa have been the result of one or more
of the following factors (BICC, 1996):

• A peace accord between fighting parties
• Defeat ofone of the fighting parties
• Perceived improvement in the security situation
• Shortage ofadequate funding
• Perceived economic and development impact of conversion
• Changing military technologies and/or strategies

Demobilization which have taken place in Africa have different contexts and approaches.
For example: South Africa, and in Ethiopia the defeat of the Derg army, 1991, led to its
total and immediate demobilization, and was replaced by a much smaller army, the
Ethiopian Popular Revolutionary Democratic Front; in Mozambique, the two fighting
parties, the national government and Renamo reached an agreement to stop fighting,
demobilize and create a small national army; and Uganda demobilized long several years
after civil war had ended, (but had absorbed the various fighting forces in the national
army). Uganda had tbree objectives:
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• Budgetary was intended to reduce military expenditures so that those resources could be
allocated to productive and social priority sectors

• Social was to resettle ex-soldiers and their families in places of their own choices, and
reintegrate them peacefully, productively and sustainable civilian life

• And military was to retain a leaner, better trained and a motivated army.

Post conflict demobilization and efforts to support reintegration are usually part of a
broader process of reconciliation, nation building and the strengthening of civil society.
Demobilization conducted after signing peace accord like the case of Mozambique is
usually done under time pressure. Once the decision has been taken practical plans have to
be made and financing secured. It also takes place along side other rehabilitation
programs. In the case of Uganda, because it took place after peace had been realized, the
implementation was conducted in a phased approach.

Who get demobiltzed? Attention is usually cast on major guerilla groups and government
troops, and often times we forget "irregular groups" or splinter groups, who may not be
signatory to the peace accord. It is very important that they receive the same recognition
as any other group if sustainable peace is to break out. This group can easily be lured out
if the demobilization package is attractive.

Reintegration component is where the challenge is in the demobilization process because
they (and their families) have to build up a new livelihood - often after many years in the
military. Their skill level is usually low because most of them are school drop outs and
have minimum level of literacy. This is because they are recruited or forcefully conscripted
into the armed forces or militia when quite young. Because oflow skill they face problems
in societies where it is difficult to start a small enterprises or find employment. In addition
combatants released are usually the ones with the worst perspective for reintegration, not
only because of little skill or lack of but it can also be health related. Some of them are
already have known better living using their weapons for illegal gains, instead of
attempting to leam and apply new professions, they feel they cannot fit in.

Psychological adjustment is one other problem that a lot of them develop after
demobilization. It is usually difficult for ex-combatants [0 adjust their attitude and
expectations. Military personnel are trained in top-down methods of management, which
often contradict the appropriate approaches for successful management and
entrepreneurship in the civilian sector. They have lost personal connections within the
society which is essential for starting business. They are then forced to go through a
personal process of adjustment, after losing a predictable enviromnent with a certain
status, whether positive or uegative. They are forced to rethink their ambitions and
capabilities, and consider a non violent role in the society. In addition quite a number of
them suffer from psycho-social problems due to post tramnatic stress disorder.

The key to a successful demobilization is disarmament. However, disarmament must
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include all important parties and be designed with due regard to the local balance of power
and influence among the contending factions, and only then it will have an impact. Even
then there are problems arising from the way most demobilization are implemented. These
include:

• The tight schedule associated with demobilization which is linked to higher -level
objectives within the overall peace process establishes artificial deadlines and does not
allow for sufficientlynurturing of the program.

• In an environment that frequently already involves a breakdown in honoring the
commitment to demobilization like delay in the release of their packages many
demobilized ex-combatants take a life of crime using weapons either bought or what
could have not been surrendered at the time of disarmament. Uganda is a good
example of this. In the first few months after demobilization, most ex-combatants
returned to their communities and lived peacefully. Usually, those districts which
received the most ex-combatants did not experience any increase in crime compared
with other districts. The one exception to this was among the small minority ofex
combatants who had reported, prior to their demobilization, that they had no access to
land. These people were massively more likely to resort to critne upon their
demobilization (Collier, 1994). This problem would have required either that those
soldiers who were landless should not have been demobilized, or an expensive policy
of purchasing land for them. However, subsequent to the demobilization, the
government delayed in honoring its commitment to provide a re-integration package of
money and material inputs to ex-combatants. As a result, many ex-combatants turned
to criminal activities - and have become a big source of insecurity. Because they are
disgruntled they have created a fertile ground for armed opposition recruitment. They
are also known to be a source ofmanpower for mercenary recruitment. The use ofex
soldiers as mercenaries in official and private armies is increasing.

• A life of crime using weapons acquired during the conflict is almost inevitably more
lucrative than an alternative employment that combatants can find which are very
limited in countries where governments are the only big employer, and unemployment
of even skilled people is limited.

• Secnrity problems surface because a large number of weapons rentain or fall in the hands
of ex-combatants. Disarming soldiers and guerilla fighters are difficult. since they may
own more than oue weapon. So, if they turn in one . another might be hidden
elsewhere. Some of these weapons end up in black market. Nobody knows the
numbers ofweapons in circulation, and they are easy to smuggle across border causing
insecurity in neighboring countries as well.

Certain conditions are necessary to make demobilization work:

• Strong political commitment by all the faction leaders without which the exercise carmot
succeed. Lack of commitment was responsible for the renewed violent conflict in
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Angola, (both in 1992 and 1994); and it contributed to renewed fighting in Sierra
Leone in 1997

• In order to optimize the impact of demobilization, it requires cessation of hostilities, and
political willof all parties if it is to succeedand contributeto security.

• There must be clear guidelines for disarmament and demobilization, and their activities
must be carried out with the agreement of the parties

• Demobilization requires a clear and credible central authority, with committed resources
for the process, and in case there is an agreement between two parties there should be
an independent ontside entity to ensure itnpartiality in the process.

• Theprocess should not be rushed so as to giveex-combatants transitionperiod to adjust.

• Communities play a fundamental role in the reintegration. Communities have to accept
them when they change their roles from being perpetrators of war to being part of a
solution to the problem. There is always the sensitive issue of victims who may
perceive demobilization and reintegration as rewarding their foes. Victims have to be
have to be resettled too so as to avoid unfair treatment on the part of the victim. To
victims it is justice, and self esteem - that is why in some countries at the community
level, cultural/traditional methodsof conflictresolutionis beingresorted to, in order to
avoid revenge.

• And finally, credibility to honor commitments to demobilized soldiers is key to stability
and rednction of crime. Resourcesmust be made in a timelymanner. Delayscan create
distrust and give rise to speculations about any potential lackofcommitment to finding
a peaceful solution. Ensuring the credibility of demobilization and reintegration
program shouldhave top priorityamongthe international community.

Making governance more inclusive: decentralization

The policy of Decentralization has been adopted bymany African countries whichare
emerging from conflict. Some of the countries which have implemented decentralization
are Uganda,Rwanda, Mozambique, and Eritrea.
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To appreciatewhy decentralization is increasingly becoming attractive to countries
emerging from conflictwe need to understand the historyand causes of conflictsViolent
conflict has various roots causes: over control of land, over exercise of power, it may
essentially be political, aimedat excluding a group/organization from control of Slate
machinery, it may be economic- dispute over control/access to resources; it may be
social when the politicsofexclusion is beingpracticed - marginalization ofa group based
on either religious, ethnic, or tribal differences.
A numberof scholarshave long realized that centralized state systems in Africa have failed
to offerthe people good governance. Barkan and Chege suggest four reasons for the
failure:
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• Central State agenciesdo not have sufficient information about the specificneeds and
conditiouspresent in the thousands of local communities whichcomprise rural society.

• Central state agenciesdo not have sufficient capacity in terms of financial resources or
personnelto plan and implement appropriatepolicies at the locallevel.

• The prospects for rural development are highestwhere localpeople participate in
determining the course of development initiatives, and where they believe they have a
stake in the outcomes.

• Few African states have created an appropriate local"institutionalinfrastructure" to
facilitate citizenparticipation in development planning, on the contrary most have
undermined such institutions where they exist.

To illustratethe success, as wellas difficulties in implementing decentralization policywe
willuse Uganda's ex-perience, Uganda opted to decentralize power to answer one of
Uganda's chronicproblems - the political problems whichwere basically rooted in
centralization of power and ethnic pluralism. Thus when Musevenicame to power,
decentralization was prescribedas the essential part of a broad process of bringing good
governance to Uganda's war torn society. It was regardedas a policyinstrument aimed at
improving localdemocracy, accountability, efficiency, intra- and inter-district equity,
effectiveness and sustainability in the provisionof socialservicescountrywide. The policy
aimedat transferring powers, resources and competence to local levels and in the process
strengthen the management and technicalcapacities of local government. The
decentralization of in-built democraticfeatures included:

• The building ofa democraticgovernment that wouldbe responsiveto the needs of the
people;

• Introductionoflocal choice, and the development of a sense oflocal ownership;

• Improvement of relations between local and centralauthorities;

• Strengthening of linkages between development programs; and

• Taking decisionmakingcloser to the populations affected by the reforms.
(Petter Langseth 1996 -15-16).

In adoptingthe decentralization policy the Ugandan Presidentonce said, "Uganda
government had to decentralize ill order to transfer powers, functions, resources,
and competence to local governments in a bid, inter alia, to introduce popular
democracy and to foster local govermuent through the improvement ofplanning
and implementation capacities oflocal institutions. We therefore set out to
devolve powers and functions. In additionto political decentralization, we
committedourselvesto the transferof financial and humanresources through the
process of financial and personaldecentralization with a view to making local
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govenunents acqnire a government character". Decentralization in the Ugandan
context was expected to:

• enhance democratic behavior through the electionofcouncilmembers. The elected
councilsat the local levelwere seen as forums for building peacefulmechanisms of
conflictresolutionand centers for consensus building and social reconciliation in the
districts where theywere established. In thisway the policy was expected to help in
the emergenceof the politics of tolerance,development and consensus, leadingto
socialreconciliation ina country that had suffered high levels of conflictand violence
for over twenty years.

• Reduce and would eventnally eliminate, the excessive controlof localareas by central
government bureaucrats.

• the subjectionoflocal officials to the wishesand interestof the electorate would givethe
people more influence not oulyover what policies were formed but also over how they
were implemented.

• The policy would eliminate the central govenunent's ability to interfere in local affairs; it
would no louger be ablefor instance, to dissolve localcouncilswithout reference to or
opposition to the people who elected those councils.

It must be noted that certain key areas including defense, security, planning,
immigration, and foreignaffairs have been kept under centralcontrol.

Several studieshave beenconducted in Uganda to evaluate the impact of
decentralization policy", All the studiesagree on the following issues:

1. For the first time since independence the peopleof Ugandafeel they have been givena
chance to participatein decisionmaking on matters that affect their lives and their lives
directly. They havea chanceto elect those who govern themwithinthe decentralized
system.

2. The Councilshave become forumsfor the people to air their views, articulate their
grievances, suggest remedies to local problems, refinemethods of conflictresolution at
the local level,and deviseways of dealingwith the central govenunentand with
neighboring local authorities. In this way decentralization has enhancedharmony
between the local authorities in Uganda.

3. The devolving of powers to localauthorities has encouraged local economic developmeut
since its management is no longerdependant on central govenunentplanning, funding,
and patronage, but on local revenue, effort and initiative. This has in turn "improved

• IL The Effect of decentralization reform on Uganda, by Makerere Institute of Social Research (MISR) for
DANIDA

• UNDPUganda's Human Development Report, 1996
• United nationsDepartment for Development Support and Management Services (UNDDSMS) 1996.
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the socioeconomic status of the people". According to Local Government because of
increased economic activity in tbe rural areas, localauthoritiesnow boast of increased
revenue collectionfrom whichsome of themhave improved their physical
infrastructure by constructing roads, schools, healthclinics etc.l2

4. Decentralization has enhancedthe capacityof the districtcouncilsto plan for their areas,
to hire and arrange for the training of their qualified staff, to allocate resources
according to local perceptionof need, and to privatize costly functions, for example
the maintenance ofmarket places, collectionofdues, and supervision of ferries across
lakes and rivers. It has also improved the ability oflocal authorities to prioritize,and
focus on execute according10 priority, and 10 maxintize the use of scarce resources.

5. It has improved transparency and accountability. Regular budgeting and accounting,
together with the cbecks and balances built into the localcouncil system,have in tum
reduced though not eliminated local corruption TIre introductionof local accounting
committees at the district level, the insistence that individual departments submit
quarterlyfinancial reports to the Finance Committee, and the increased participationof
local citizens in tbe administrative affairs ofthe districts have greatly improvedthe
management offinances. Further, the systemofregularized local tendeting introduced
under decentralization is believed to havereduced corruption in the processof
awarding tender.

6. It has empoweredformerly marginalized groups to participate in the politicalprocess in
their areas. These groups include women, youths, disabled, and, in some districts
descendantsof immigrants,

Generally, decentralization is believed to have acceleratedsocialdevelopment in a
numberof areas, such as poverty alleviation, and social service delivery as wellas
improving general security of localareas. For a country whichhas sufferedcivil
war, socialchaos, and variousforms of violence, decentralization appears to be
working, and the studies so far conductedconIirm that observation.

What then are the prospects for success in the devolution?
For now decentralization appears to be a success story in Uganda. The legislative
expressionof decentralization in Uganda is containedin Local Government
(Resistance Councils) Statute of 1993. AT. Reganand Soren Valladsenreaffirm
this that the statute confers real and significant powers to local government.
Regan goes far to say that it 'offers far more resources and powers to lower
levels of government than normal ineither developing or developed countries. '
But to succeed, local governments willhave to attract qualified and loyal staff,
develop independent revenues, and be able to shield themselves from the
ceutralizing tendency of the central government. Uganda's decentralization has
yet to be tested. Capacityat the local levelis often very low. A large proportion
of the elected councilors who are entrusted with the responsibility ofplanning

J1 It is important to note that that statement does not apply to all the districts. Revenue collection is still
very weak in some districts especially district where insecurity still prevails.
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and other activities are uneducated. Thus the ability of such men and women to
deliver good services are questionable. Corruption is emerging as a major
problem, with no mechanismto control or monitor expenditure in place.
Nepotism is another disturbing factor,- hiring ofpersonnel to some extent is
based on who you know or political support and not necessarilyon merit. These
behavior will sooner or later breed dissatisfaction.

Secondly, the National Resistance Movement's monolithic organizational behavior
means that the leadership controls decision making process to a large extent, and
this filters down to the local level, where politiciansare afraid to make decisions
which differ from the officialNRM policies.- that makes it questionable whether
the devolution of power is really working. The main reason for central control is
usuallypolitical. Genuine devolution entails the ruler's loss ofpatronage, and the
likelihoodthat political opponents will build local bases from which to challenge
national leaders. Insecure ruling elite are usuallyreluctant to cede staff, powers,
and independent fiscal resources to local govermnentsor communities. This
being the case, most experiments indecentralization and local participation is
likelyto abort heeause national authorities overtly reconsolidate central control.
In the Uganda context ,although there appears to be participation at the local
level, power is highlyconcentrated at the top

The Uganda decentralization program was designed to ensure that functions, powers,
and responsibilities are devolved from the central goverumentto local
government units. The decentralization applies to all levels of local govermnent
from higher to lower government units to ensure people's participation and
democratic control in decision making. Whether a country is in transition maybe
a matter of value judgment as well as empiricalvalidation. We should note that
the struggle for power during transition can be mildor intense. Uganda gives us a
good example ofdecentralization after decades ofprotracted wars, and was
already considered a collapsed state. Despite problems that have been cited, for
the time being decentralization appears to be working.

Making governance more inclusive: involvingtraditional authorities

Another dimension important for successfulpoliticalstabilization is the re-definitionof the
relationship between traditional authorities and the public administration. The
marginalizationof traditional authorities was one ofthe factors fueling the internal
dynamicsof the war in Mozambique (ChristianGeffray, La Cause des Annes au
Mocambique). The deceutralization legislationadopted by tbe MozambicanParliament in
1994 shortly before the elections contained a formal recognition of traditional authorities
at the district level. So did the uew Land Law adopted in 1997 which stipulated that
traditional authorities would have to be consulted before land use rights could be
allocated.

The relationshipbetween a modern administrative and political structure and systemsof
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traditional authorities is often complex and couflictual, as it is not easy to delineate exactly
the competences between the two, and new ways have to be found for legal solutions to
the differing logics. For example, according to the new Mozambican Land Law, land use
rights have to be authorized and registered with the administration. But land can also be
registered collectively under the name ofa community. Once the land is registered in the
name ofa community, traditional criteria for allocating it to individuals becomes the
prerogative of the local traditional structures.

In Uganda, traditional authoriues demanded for the restoration of their tribal kingdoms.
They considered the return of the kings not only as righting a wrong, but also as a gesture
for reconciliation. In 1993, the heir to the Kingdom of Buganda was allowed to return and
be installed as king. Since then other tribes have also reinstalled their kings/tribal
paramount chiefs. The kings are ver instrumental in reviving cultural values.

The dimension of recognizing formally the role of traditional authorities has also played a
significant role in South Africa. There would have certainly been a civil war if the ANC
had insisted on a purely modem governance system. The couflict has already been violent
in KwaZulu-Natal under the existing circumstances and it would have most likely spun out
of control and spread to other provioces had the ANC not made significant compromises
in recognizing traditional authorities despite its socialist rhetoric while in exile.

At the same time, the structure of traditional authorities is also dynamic and forced to
change over time. Some of the traditional leaders and families were instrumentalized by
colonialism or by one of the political forces after independence, and their legitimacy may
not be recognized anymore bY the community. Also young people do not always recognize
the authority of their elder leaders anymore. But despite those tensions, traditional
authorities have to be part of any inclusive post-conflict governance structure.
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5. Conclusion

Civil war is obviously a terrible experience, Tragically, most societies which experience a
civil war and restore peace, collapse into further conflict African post-conflict peace is
even more fragile than the global average, Hence, it is not enough to seek peace
settlements in currently warring societies, the objective must be sustainability. Post
conflict societies usually have high risks of renewed conflict during the first decade after
conflict has ended, There is, however, much that can be done by both post-conflict
governments and the international community to rednce these risks,

It is possible for each society to identify the structure of risks and so to establish the
priorities for risk-reduction. The structure ofrisks can be expected to differ massively
between post-conflict societies, so that policy must be country-specific, Further, the
structure of risks change during the post-eonflict peace, We can distinguish between three
groups ofrisk. The management ofethoic dominance, and the level of per capita income
become relatively more important over time because they do not decline in absolute
importance. time does not heal these effects, At the opposite end of the spectrum the
absolute effects of post-conflict diaspora grievance, and post-conflict resideut grievance,
both fade reasonably rapidly, In betweeu, the absolute effects of natural resource rents and
the growth ofeconomic opportunities decline somewhat, but less rapidly than the two
induced grievance effects, This suggests that as the post -conflict peace is sustained, the
policy agenda should shift from managing induced grievances to the underlying problems
of ethnic dominance and poverty.

We have tried to show how policy interventions by post-conflict governments and the
international community could reduce the risk of conflict repetition. No one policy is the
key, but cumulatively, better policy offers considerable scope for making conflict
repetition an exceptional event instead of the normal pattern which it has been to date,

At the international level we have shown that UN peacekeeping interventions can be
effective, but that they would be much more effective if instead of being confined to an
observer role, they were multi-dimensional, combining military with political and
developmental roles, We have suggested that there is scope for international conununity
pressure to control rehel access to commodity markets, and to control the ability of
diasporas to finance rebel groups,

At the level of a post-conflict African government, we have proposed greater transparency
in the use of natural resource revenues; expansion of secondary educational enrolment;
effective demobilization programs; and more inclusive governance through
decentralization and the involvement of'tradinonal authorities,
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